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Legislative Institution-Building,













 Purpose: to understand how the 
design and functioning of 
legislatures can affect their roles in 




 Factors affecting the policy 
participation of parliaments:
 External influences on the 
legislature












 Presidential vs. parliamentary 
system
 Balance of power between 
executive and legislative branch
 Formal or informal role of the 
military in the political system
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Administrative Structure
 What is the nature of the 
decisionmaking process within the 
executive?
 What mechanisms exist for input 
into policymaking at that level by 
legislators?
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Parties and Electoral 
Structure
 Nature of the party system:
 Number of effective parties
 Party turnover (volatility)
 Fragmentation or polarization of 
the party system
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Parties and Electoral 
Structure
 Attributes of the parties:
 Relative weight of party hierarchy 
vs. voters in determining who gets 
elected
 Internal party structure






 How strong is the media?
 Personal, sociological, economic 
links between legislators, interest 
group leaders, members of 
government
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 How many parties in the 
legislature?




 Strength of committees vis a vis
parties
 Ad hoc vs. permanent committees
 Powers of committees




 Links to interest groups and 
members of government





 Time in session






 Legislatures tend to be more 
involved in policy issues involving 
“the distribution of benefits and the 
propagation of values,” rather than 
on security or macroeconomic 
issues.
 Stages a policy proposal must go 
through to become policy
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Context-specific issues
 Historic or contemporary role of the 
military in politics
 History of party politics
 Impact of economic issues
 Potential roles for donors
